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Looking ahead to next week…

More on the Week 4 DQ Set…
Make sure you really think about
each of the three questions.
1. “Population cores”:
more than just individual
big cities

I have a couple of handouts
for you to use in completing
this week 4 DQ set

2. This question is more
about you doing some
thinking than about you
looking up an answer
3. If you’re wondering about the
three models mentioned here,
check out the videos linked on
the syllabus & handouts page
(I’ve actually included four
videos/models to consider)

On the syllabus and handouts page…

The two handouts I
gave out today
Videos explaining the
four city models
(learning resource if
you need them)

And don’t forget
about what is
coming due in
Week 5 (two weeks
from now)
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Key City Focus: Boston

Faneuil Hall

Back Bay District
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Boston has a
long history of
development
that has
dramatically
reshaped the
local
environment

Another way of
showing the
change from
1630 to now:
•
•

Metropolitan Boston

Q: What do you observe
from this map?

Would you be surprised to
know that one of Boston’s
nicknames is “Hub City”?

Boston’s coastal location
is fundamental to
understanding its history
and present function

1630 shoreline
2011 streets,
transit stations,
and city parks

Boston is a key transportation
center for the country

Billions of dollars and decades of
transportation infrastructure investment

Even today, Boston
continues as a major
global connecting point

Boston
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So Boston acts as a port (point of global
connection) in many ways
1. Seaport (hundreds of years of history)
2. A major airport (actually built on an island
in Boston harbor)
3. A strategic ground transport center (like
we can see on our metro area map)
4. An intellectual hub
Q: What do you think I might mean by an
“intellectual hub”?

The Top Universities in the World

Two of the top five universities in the
world are located in the Boston area

The Land
Use
Footprint of
Boston-area
Colleges &
Universities

Boston’s higher education function has a
pervasive impact on the city
Q: How do you think that universities have
an impact on their host cities?
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One direct impact
of universities for
Boston was the
creation of this…

Knowledge and
creativity are central to
Boston’s economic
success, and higher
education plays a
crucial role in
developing those
capabilities.

“America’s Technology Highway”
https://patch.com/massachusetts/boston/heres-why-mas-economy-third-best-nation

https://www.vox.com/reco
de/2019/12/9/21000162/hig
h-tech-job-growthconcentration-brookings

Think about Boston’s geographic location,
history, and role as a “hub” as we consider
our human activities theme this week

https://www.vox.com/reco
de/2019/12/9/21000162/hig
h-tech-job-growthconcentration-brookings

The Bases of
Regions
FOUNDATIONS OF HUMAN ACTIVITY
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Foundations of Human Activity
Foundational Issue for This Week:
How do geography and geographic
ideas inform our understanding of
human processes of migration and
settlement?



Today we talk specifically about the
people who have shaped our continent



As much as anywhere else around the
world, North America is a gathering of
people from diverse backgrounds

Foundations of Human Activity


At Boston Harbor

Q: How recently did your family (you or
the generations before you) come to
America? Do you know where your family
lived before coming to this continent?

Robert Royce landed near here,
circa 1640

European Settlement

European Settlement


Vance’s “Mercantile
Model” summarizes the
complex urban and
economic
developments that
characterized the
recent settlement (last
500 years) of North
America



A stage model

Q: what are some factors that influence
the trends we see here?

Immigration to US, 1820-2010
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European Settlement


European Settlement

Summary of the Mercantile Model’s five
stages



 1.

Exploration: gathering of basic information
on the resources and opportunities available
in the Americas

Summary of the Mercantile Model’s five
stages
 1.

Exploration: gathering of basic information
on the resources and opportunities available
in the Americas
Economic
Exploration

New
World

European Exploration – 1400s and 1500s

Christopher
Columbus is
perhaps the bestknown European
explorer of the
period, but many
others explored the
North Atlantic in
the late 1400s and
early 1500s

European Settlement


Economic
Information

Old
World

European Exploration – 1400s and 1500s

For example, John
Cabot was one
explorer who was
not far behind
Christopher
Columbus,
exploring a part of
the ocean further
north

European Settlement

Summary of the Mercantile Model’s five
stages



 2.

Harvesting of Natural Resources: increased
traffic and limited, resource-based settlement
(simply harvesting and transporting resources
back to Europe)

Summary of the Mercantile Model’s five
stages
 2.

Harvesting of Natural Resources: increased
traffic and limited, resource-based settlement
(simply harvesting and transporting resources
back to Europe)

New
World
Small, resourcebased settlements

Outgoing traders

Old
World

Returning goods
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Example: Fort William, Canada

Example: Fort William, Canada

Example: Fort William, Canada

Example: Fort William, Canada

Example: Fort William, Canada

Example: Fort William, Canada

Fort William

Present-day
Toronto
Present-day
Chicago

Boston
New York

Fur trading
connections: by
canoe & ship from
North America’s
interior to Europe
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European Settlement


Summary of the Mercantile Model’s five
stages


European Settlement


3. Emergence of Farm-Based Staple Production:
Beginnings of more permanent settlement, still
focused on production for export; growth of
points of attachment

Summary of the Mercantile Model’s five
stages


3. Emergence of Farm-Based Staple Production:
Beginnings of more permanent settlement, still
focused on production for export; growth of
points of attachment

New World
Port City

Industrial
goods

Scattered
farming towns

Sudbury, Massachusetts: Mid-1600s

Staple
goods

Old World

Emerging
Industrial
System

Westward Extension of Settlement
Regional Context: Modern-Day
Massachusetts

Rice Farm, Vermont – Est. 1782

European Settlement


Summary of the Mercantile Model’s five
stages
 4.

Establishment of Interior Depot Centers:
development of transport routes and interior
centers (distribute products to interior, collect
production for export)

Land that was cleared by my great-great-great-great-great grandfather,
Col. Asa Rice
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European Settlement


Summary of the Mercantile Model’s five
stages
 4.

Establishment of Interior Depot Centers:
development of transport routes and interior
centers (distribute products to interior, collect
production for export)

New World

Industrial
goods

Port City
Transport
network

Staple
goods

Old World

Industrial
City

European Settlement


Montreal

Summary of the Mercantile Model’s five
stages
 5.

Chicago

Boston

Detroit

Buffalo

Cleveland

Economic Maturity, Central Place Infill:
growth of an American market big enough to
allow for a domestic industrial base; maturing
of the American urban system

New York
St. Louis
Cincinnati

Route Map circa 1918

Modern-Day Port Newark/Elizabeth, NJ

European Settlement


Summary of the Mercantile Model’s five
stages
 5.

New World

Economic Maturity, Central Place Infill:
growth of an American market big enough to
allow for a domestic industrial base; maturing
of the American urban system

Port &
Industry
Urban
system

Industrial
goods

Industrial
goods

Old World

Industrial
City
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Modern-Day Port Newark/Elizabeth, NJ

Manhattan

Port Newark/
Elizabeth

Bayonne

Vance’s Mercantile Model

Staten Island

Brooklyn

Stage 1: Exploration

Vance’s Mercantile Model
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Stage 1: Exploration

Stage 2: Harvesting of
Natural Resources

Stage 3: Farm-Based
Staple Production

Stage 4: Establishment
of Interior Depot Centers

Stage 5: Economic Maturity,
Central Place Infill

Similar Concept: Stage Development
Model of Taaffe, Morrill, and Gould

Stage 2: Harvesting of
Natural Resources

An account of the path followed
in the urban development of
Stage 3:North
Farm-Based
America: how did it
Staple Production
happen?
Stage 4: Establishment
of Interior Depot Centers

Stage 5: Economic Maturity,
Central Place Infill
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Q: When we get to talking
about specific US regions,
does this map give us some
expectation of some of the
differences we might see?

Q: What impressions
of US settlement
development do you
get from this map?

What might we see that is
different about cities and
society in the southwestern
US, versus the northeast?

Conclusion: Mercantile Model


Q: what do you think about the
Mercantile Model as a representation of
the overall progression of urban
development of North America?
 What
 Are

Conclusion: Mercantile Model
 As

we said earlier, the mercantile
model is a “stage model”


Stage models are good at showing how we can
progress through a series of events, from one state of
being to another



Not necessarily so good at specifying what
processes are generating the change, or at what
might happen once the sequence is complete
(what happens after Vance’s stage 5?)

does it capture well?

there any elements of urban
development that it doesn’t do well in
explaining?



Helpful overall perspective on development
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Real People and Communities Occupied These
Places and Spaces Before European Contact

Conclusion: Mercantile Model


Other weaknesses of the mercantile
model
 No

consideration whatsoever of the native
American people groups displaced by waves
of European settlement

 No

consideration of the environmental
impacts of urban/economic development

Conclusion: Mercantile Model


So the Mercantile Model helps us to make
some sense of the history of urbaneconomic development of North America
 But

this model (like any model) does not
capture the entire story, and in the case of
the Mercantile Model, the parts that it misses
are really important

Settlement & Migration Today


Migration: the permanent relocation of
residential place and activity space



Q: when does a change in location
become a migration?
 How

many of us have migrated? From where
to where? How recently? How many times?

Commuting Case
To explore this idea, let’s take a look at a
phenomenon that might not appear to be
connected to migration

Commuting Fields

Omaha

Q: Where do the
people who work in
Ellsworth County
actually live?

Ellsworth
County, KS

Kansas City
Salina

Wichita
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Q: Is this commuting
distribution what you
might expect?

Let’s push this “commuting field”
idea a little further…

What does the commuting field
look like for Dallas County?

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/national/census-commute-map/

Q: What’s happening here?
Is this “commuting” as we
would commonly think of it?

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/national/census-commute-map/

Settlement & Migration Today


International migrations are the most
difficult to make: many barriers before it
can occur
 Q:

But thinking domestically first, what would
be barriers to migration even within the United
States?

 What

would be some barriers to international
migration?

The wealth and technology
of modern US society are
blurring the lines on
something as seemingly
simple as migration.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/national/census-commute-map/

Settlement & Migration Today


Making a long story short… modern-day
obstacles to international migration might
be classified under two major headings
 1.

Immigration policies of host countries

 2.

Cultural problems associated with
relocation
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Settlement & Migration Today

Emergency Management

 Makingpolicies
a long story
short… modern-day
Immigration
and decisions
on how
to international
migration
and if obstacles
to help international
migrants
are might
be
classified
under
two
major
headings
crucial areas for public policy debate
for
each country
to resolve…
 1. Immigration
policies of host countries
 2.

Cultural problems associated with

And each
country does this differently
relocation



Public policy formation related to
migration forms a key venue for the
application of geography in the
government realm



Another application area for geography
in public policy focuses on emergency
management

Contrasting
examples: USA
versus Japan

Emergency Management

Emergency Management

 Q:

What are some examples of
emergencies that impact human
populations and their well-being?



 Earthquakes,

fires, floods, and
tornadoes: timely responses to each
are reliant on having quick access to
comprehensive information

Culture

We will view a brief case study video now
that shows how the state of California
leverages geographic information to save
lives and property
 Note:

specific applications given in the video
for geographic information and analysis

 Especially: how

is GIS helpful as a
communication tool?

Culture




Another way geographers understand
people and communities is by the
evolving geography of culture
Q: What does “culture” mean to you?
What does it include? What might it not
include?



A central element of culture: language
 Language:

an agreed-upon system of
communication of thoughts, feelings, and
ideas
 May

involve the written and spoken word, but
also includes other signals and signs

 Dialect:

a regional or social variation of a
more broadly-understood language
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Culture

Culture
“You guys” versus “Y’all”

One
attempt to
map the
dialects of
English
North
America

What
different
words do we
use for the
same thing
across the
country?

Katz, Josh (2016) Speaking American: How Y'all, Youse, and You Guys Talk, A Visual Guide. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt.

Culture

Culture
“Garbage Can” versus “Trash Can”

What
different
words do we
use for the
same thing
across the
country?

The Murray Rice Dialect Analysis Map

What
different
words do we
use for the
same thing
across the
country?

Katz, Josh (2016) Speaking American: How Y'all, Youse, and You Guys Talk, A Visual Guide. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt.

Culture

Culture
 Let’s

view a brief video that explores
the geography of the spoken English
language in the United States

 Geography

is an important element
in shaping the communications of
the people of North America

The Atlantic: Soda,
Pop, Coke
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